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ABSTRACT 
 

 High Strength Steel(HSB) is currently adopted in many  bridges. HSB having high 
strength, Height can be decreased in same condition. As the result, weight is reduced 
but buckling stability can be weakened in cable-stayed bridges. In case of wind 
resistance, π-shape has strong point by decreasing height of cross section. Because 
we can’t directly determine whether structural or wind performance are better, 
B/D(height/width) ratio will be important variable in optimization of structural and wind 
problems. From this, optimized B/D ratio is computed. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     High Strength Steel is being developed, and many researchers have carried out 
investigations for effect of it. HSB have a character which modulus is not change but 
strength is increased. If heavy load is applied to member, HSB can more resist than 
past steel member. From this reason HSB is applied to girders and cables due to 
reduce area of cross sections. HSB has strong point in strength but large displacement 
can occur and ductility can be a problem. To find and solve those troubles, many 
researches conduct studies. By the way those studies are limited to structural point. As 
main span of cable bridges are longer, wind loads considerably affect structures. Wind 
effect on structure need to be taken into account. Therefore integrated approach will be 
discussed in this study. 
 
2. INTEGRATION OF STRUCTURAL AND WIND CONCERN 
 
2.1 New Consideration of Integrated Point 
 

When we determine stability of aerodynamics, Girder should be checked with flutter 
phenomenon. To prevent excessive wind loading, static wind performance need to be 
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guaranteed. According to Matsumoto (1996), B/D influence is evaluated in flutter 
derivatives. More decrease its ratio, more deduce torsional flutter instability. It is limited 
to rectangular cross section. Moreover SuYoung (2009) had examination with π-section, 
and these result’s tendency, only flutter phenomenon, is also same to rectangular 
section. When it comes to fluid mechanics, height generally govern drag coefficient. If 
B/D has high value, static wind performance becomes good. However this is not 
applicable in π-section. Static performance is outstanding in Specific region. From this, 
B/D value can be a factor which can determine whether performance is good or not. 

As HSB000(000 is ultimate strength) is developed, it can resist to more heavy load 
only in strength point. As the results cross section can be reduced – high B/D ratio. Like 
wind approaches which have something in common with B/D, It may be adopted to 
structural concern. Safety of Cable-Stayed Bridges can be subdivided into two major 
sections. First, buckling stability need to be considered. Next, under both axial force 
and bending moment design criteria of P-M interaction have to be qualified. In case of 
buckling stability if B/D increase, instability will generally be decreased. Nobody 
conduct study about Design criteria of P-M interaction by B/D ratio. Further study need 
to be performed to it. 

 
2.2 Type of Bridge and Cross Section 

 
The cable-stayed bridge is shown in Fig. 1. Cross-section is divided into 4 types 

which vary with B/D as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Cable-stayed bridge 
 
 

            
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Types of B/D ratio 

Model B (m) D (m) B/D 

M1 28.3 4.00 7.1 

M2 28.3 2.55 11.2 

M3 28.3 2.13 13.3 

M4 28.3 1.81 15.6 
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2.3 Structural Approaches 
 
It is analyzed on member force and displacement according to B/D types. 

Assumption, when B/D is changed, the others is not allowed to change, is made. As 
B/D ratio is increased, Girder displacement and member forces are decreased as 
shown Fig. 3. It is obvious that total system has less burden when girder has light 
weight.  
 
Model  B/D  Cable 

initial 
force 
(kN)  

Girder 
negative 
moment 
(kN.m)  

Girder 
positive 
moment 
(kN.m)  

Girder 
displacement
(m)  

Girder 
compression
(kN)  

Pylon 
moment 
(kN.m)  

Pylon 
compression
(kN)  

M1 8.0  6,676.7  -14,922.8  16,783.8  0.146  -65,403.0  7535.0  -234,110  

M2  11.2  6,459.1  -8,264.2  9,835.6  0.165  -62,123.1  7,507.2  228,320  

M3  13.3  6,337.8  -6,049.3  7,345.4  0.117  -61,099.0  -6,750.0  -226,640  

M4  15.6  6,278.2  -4,454.7  5,483.9  0.091  -60,333.0  -6,350.0  -225,360  

 
Fig. 3 Results of analysis in cable-stayed bridges 

 
 
    By the way safety of member is a different matter, so static stability and P-M 

interaction have to be checked. Concept of buckling problem on cable-stayed bridges is 
shown in Fig. 4. Method of buckling analysis which determines effective length on 
cable-stayed bridges is varied. Spring support condition will be adopted. As B/D is 
increased, tendency of effective buckling length is decreased as shown in Fig. 5.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Concept of buckling analysis in cable-stayed bridges  
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Fig. 5 Effective buckling length 
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Fig. 6 Design criteria of P-M interaction 
 

     Analysis of P-M interaction need to be performed, but design criteria about over 
HSB800, this results is no matched with design criteria used currently as shown Fig. 6, 
doesn’t exist. As the results detailed analysis need to be checked in further study. 
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2.4 Wind Approach 
 
     2.4.1 Static Performance 
      
     Drag coefficient, reference length is height, is shown as Fig. 7 according to B/D. 
When test results are compared to Her (2009), it has a similarity except for tendency in 
minus AOA. By the way drag coefficients have lowest value when B/D is located about 
5. Thus specific region has advantage in static wind load. 

 
AOA 

(Angle of attack) B/D - 7.1 B/D - 11.2 

-10° 4.63  3.42 

-8° 3.91  3.12 

-6° 3.27  2.79 

-4° 2.55  2.38 

-2° 2.07  2.08 

0° 1.67  1.68 

2° 1.52  1.53 

4° 1.52  1.48 

6° 1.75  2.08 

8° 2.47  2.93 

10° 3.19  3.86 

 
Fig. 7 Test results of drag coefficient 

 
     2.4.2 Flutter 
 
      Flutter is phenomenon that effective damping and stiffness are decreased by self 
excited force for wind. Flutter is sensitive to geometric shape of section. Wind dynamic 
instability is governed by flutter. If B/D is increased, torsional instability is generally 
better according to Matsumoto (2009). Likewise π-section has merits by increasing B/D 
ratio by Her (1996).  
      In aspects of static problems specific region is recommended, but when it comes to 
flutter If B/D has high value, dynamic wind performance will be improved. From this 
point, determination of optimization about B/D needs to be considered. Further study 
should suggest methods to determine optimized B/D. 
 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Because cross area can be reduced by using HSB, It is searched about structural 
and wind concerns. If weights are reduced, overall member forces are also decreased.  
Despite of it, detailed analysis of section needs to be performed. New criteria of P-M 
interaction have to be suggested for HSB. If new guide comes out, optimized B/D which 
can resist loads can be decided. 
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In wind problem important fact that proper B/D ratio has to be determined to satisfy 
static performance and flutter instability comes out. If B/D is about 5, drag coefficient 
mark lowest value. That is, girders when wind with same condition comes receive lower 
loads. Nevertheless dynamic instability is not adequate in these B/D.  

Therefore, to determine proper B/D ratio strategy which finds best answer between 
structural and wind problems must be developed. Further study will be conducted to 
find algorithm which can get optimization by B/D 
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